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Sort of...
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things on website



5,598 Sessions of 

Direct Traffic





Understand the “Why”





forms?



here’s where conversational

gets cool



hits = implicit data collection





Cool Data

• Direct traffic to a deep page – indicated bookmark

• Multiple visits to same page over period of time – looking 

for updates











engagement

alone is enough.



no email = no worries.



still valuable.



They exist – HubSpot Conversations knows.





how? 



simple question = make life easier.



give them info they wanted to know.



without any other action.







feel personal.



he can build 1-1 relationships.



fully automated.



we can do it over and over.



that feels personal



that feels special



that feels unique



1:1 relationships. At scale.



Platform Level Thinking

Conversational =



OMNI-CHANNEL  

EXPERIENCE



THE RIGHT MESSAGE

TO THE RIGHT PERSON

WITH THE RIGHT INFORMATION

ON THE RIGHT CHANNEL

AT THE RIGHT TIME

Every single time



How do we do this?



How do we craft a

Conversational Growth Strategy?



How do we craft a

Conversational Growth Strategy?



How do we craft a

Conversational Growth Strategy?

Virtual HR 

Process



We’re hiring a virtual employee



We’re training a virtual employee



We’re deploying a virtual employee



Start with the business process



Find the choke point



Ask what happens here…



Conversational Model:

The “script” of the conversation + required data + collected data



build the bot second.

craft the narrative first.



The least “technologically enabled” members 

of the team often have the most impact in the 

development of the conversational design



Develop the conversational design around a process (like 

lead qualification), not a function (like lead generation)



conversational design is an iterative & 

collaborative process.



use a holistic approach



Shared 

Knowledge
S.C.O.P.E

Time To Live

(TTL)



Time To Live
The amount of time that 

someone will wait before they 

expect an answer





Shared 

Knowledge
The collective total of 

information available for use.



Standardize

Contextualize

Optimize

Personalize

Empathize



Standardize
Deliver the correct information. 

Every time.



Contextualize

Understand - literally - how we got here.



Optimize
Take advantage of a given channel’s 

strengths, and mitigate its weaknesses.



Personalize
Leverage shared knowledge to make 

them feel special.



Empathize

Deliver the emotionally right response, 

before giving the factually correct answer.



Questions?



@realbrianbags


